
4 Reasons 
Data Quality 
is Essential 
Real reasons B2B marketers need to pay attention  
to their data in 2013



The increasing fickleness of today’s 
B2B buyer requires that the B2B 
marketer step up their game.  
 
With a congested marketplace, marketers are increasing 
their sophistication and it is even more important to stay on 
top of the trends. This guide is intended to provide best
practices information gathered from thousands of B2B
marketers – our customers. Use it to consider new tactics
or compare how you’re doing. Please, feel free to share!

Best Practices
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1. Data is the lynchpin for every marketing process you adopted in 2011.

As marketers look to improve and refine the marketing automation, sophisticated lead scoring, and advanced 
targeting they utilized in 2011, the key to success in these programs in 2012 will be data quality. According to a 
report by SiriusDecisions, The Impact of Bad Data on Demand Creation, for every 1% of data quality improve-
ment marketing can generate 5 to 6% of incremental revenue. Additionally, preliminary survey results from a 
NetProspex demand generation study show marketers in 2012 simply won’t settle for the low standards of the 
list vendors and data sources of the past. 52.6% of marketers in the survey are focused on the cleanliness of 
prospect data in 2012. The days of accepting bad data as a reality are over.

Marketing processes are dependent upon correct information at the contact, demographic, social and company 
level for customers and prospects. Missing information such as job title or email address can stop a record in its 
tracks before getting to sales, though it may be a quality lead. And, if it does get through, and sales can’t contact 
the prospect, your conversion rates will suffer.

2. Bigger results are expected from the same budget.

Data quality becomes especially critical when every aspect of your marketing strategy is under a microscope to 
prove its contribution to revenue. In order to achieve maximum results, you’ve got to turn the dials within your 
efforts to optimize your output. A common data problem worth fixing is partial information, which happens to all 
of us through incomplete landing page forms and unreliable data sources. Filling in missing fields enables you to 
score leads appropriately.

According to Marketo’s research on lead scoring, data appending is a critical component of your scoring model. 
With a reliable way of appending information, you can shorten your online lead forms and still gather the informa-
tion you need to qualify leads. And, by shortening a form with 8 fields down to 5, you can increase conversion  
by 30% or more.

Data

Marketing processes 
are dependent upon 
correct information. 
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3. You’re sitting on piles of dirty data, and it’s only getting worse.

As contact information decays at the rate of 2% per month (per NetProspex research), marketers heading into 
2012 with a disadvantage if they are relying on databases of records aggregated over time. Target contacts can 
change jobs, desks, and companies unpredictably. In today’s world of multiple contact sources, this challenge is 
one that plagues marketing teams, as the data directly affects the results of campaigns and programs.

In the new year, your strategy will require attention to data hygiene and maintenance, as you look to various 
vendors and in-house solutions to clean up dirty data. In the past, cleansing services have typically been high-
investment with unpredictable results. More affordable, reliable, and transparent data cleansing solutions will be  
a major part of 2012 marketing solutions.

4. The impact of clean data is substantial!

Eloqua’s 2011 Marketing Automation Benchmark Report reveals that companies that employ consistent data 
hygiene create 7 times the number of inquiries and 4 times the number of leads. Combined with lead scoring, 
marketers can achieve up to 11x lead generation “lift.” According to a report by SiriusDecisions, The Impact of 
Bad Data on Demand Creation, It takes $1 to verify a record as it is entered, $10 to cleanse and de-dupe it and 
$100 if nothing is done. The firm also found that strong data organizations realize 66% higher revenues from their 
database than those considered average.

Data quality is a key differentiator for marketers looking to get the most out of their campaigns.

and More Data

TRY 100 CONTACTS FREE TODAY   Email hello@netprospex.com with code: 4QUALITY for 100 free contacts in your target market. NetProspex 
drives B2B lead generation through targeted prospect lists, data cleansing, and powerful analytics to understand data for optimal marketing results. 
Thousands of B2B organizations rely on NetProspex’s CleneStepTM verification technology to acquire and maintain clean, accurate prospect
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888-826-4877   |   www.netprospex.com   |  hello@netprospex.com

About Us
NetProspex drives B2B lead generation through targeted prospect lists, data cleansing, and powerful analytics to 
understand data for optimal marketing results.
 
Thousands of B2B organizations rely on NetProspex’s CleneStepTM verification technology to acquire and maintain 
clean, accurate prospect information to fuel high-performing marketing campaigns and create sales pipeline.


